


Serendipity...'the effect by which one accidentally stumbles upon
something truly wonderful, especially whilst looking for 

something entirely unrelated' 

It all began with aspirations to create a completely bespoke and alternative wedding for ourselves 
but everywhere we looked just felt a little too ordinary. By chance, we stumbled across the stunning 

Scandinavian tipis at our local farm and we instantly fell in love.  
 

Driven by our passion to share our experiences with others, Serentipi was born and little did we 
know, it would change our lives forever! 

 
We are Jamie & Phil, a Husband & Wife team dedicated to delivering extraordinary events in our giant 
hat tipis. The beauty of a tipi wedding means that you have the freedom to personalise your day your 

way and this is where we come in...

Our Story...



Our Tents...
Your wedding matters to us and that's we only source Tentipi tents, the Worlds only manufacturer of the authentic Nordic 

tipi. 
 

Our poles are often over 100 years old, sourced from sustainable forests in Northern Scandinavia, making them incredibly 
strong and resilient. 

 
The canvases are expertly hand sewn and offer the best rain protection with techniques being perfected for almost 30 years 

to bring you their warm and inviting charm. 
 

We are meticulous with our set ups, especially when it comes to the finishing touches. The tipis, with their effortless and 
natural beauty, sell themselves and provide the ultimate platform but it's our obsession over the care and detail that goes 

into planning and executing your event that makes your experience unique with us. 
 

Above all, we are proud to be able to bring these magnificent structures to our couples along with our personalised service 
meaning that you can have the confidence that we will not only deliver your vision for your special occasion, but also inspire 

along the way. 
 
 



Why Us?
The reason we started our 
company to begin with was 

because we understand how 
overwhelming planning an 

outdoor wedding can be...after 
all, we've been through it 

ourselves! 
 

We pride ourselves in being so 
much more than just a tipi hire 
company. The tents are utterly 

gorgeous but valuing our clients 
is at the heart of everything we 

do. 
 

We have an experienced, 
friendly team who always 

deliver and all our clients deal 
with us directly. 

 
We never forget where we 

started and we are truly 
privileged to be such an integral 

part of creating extraordinary 
memories. 

Our Wedding Day at Cannon Hall Museum & Gardens



'So much love for Phil, Jamie and their team! All 
of our guests thought the tipis were spectacular 
and thank you for being so calm throughout the 

whole planning process. The tipis are great in 
any weather - even when it was raining and the 

wind was going crazy, the atmosphere inside 
was so cosy and intimate. We battled a storm 

and you guys were there alongside us to make 
sure our day went ahead and was still perfect. 

Thank you so much! You’ve been amazing!’ 
 

Emma & Matt 
Mr & Mrs Barker
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Image beautifully captured by Joe Stenson Photography 

'We just wanted to say a BIG thank you 
for everything you did to make our 

wedding day amazing. You were both so 
kind, helpful, full of ideas and a joy to 
work with. Without you, we wouldn't 
have had the day that we both loved. 
Everything was perfect and all of our 
guests admired your gorgeous tipis! 

Thank you again for everything!' 
 

Gill & Neil 
Mr & Mrs Staniforth



'W O W....What a whirlwind this has been! Well, what can we say - your beautiful tipis were the magical highlight of our wedding. We hope
you are as proud as us when all our guests were raving about everything! We honestly think they were the star of the show and we are so 
overwhelmingly grateful to you both for the extremes you went to for us!! We are forever grateful for the perfect, magical and relaxed 
day you created for us. You guys were absolute life (and sanity!) savers and we knew we could trust you to help us deal with anything. 

You have been amazing and what you do is pure perfection!' 
 

Lauren & Rob 
Mr & Mrs Holmes
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'There are not enough words in the dictionary to do Serentipi justice. What an amazing company. From start to finish, they 
have been nothing short of spectacular. Every detail was simply perfect from the initial correspondence right up until after 

the wedding. They have been unbelievable and we were blown away by what they created for our day! 
 

The whole team are just amazing and Jamie's warmth, passion for her work and professionalism shone through in all that 
she did. We live in Australia and planning a wedding is stressful enough but through Jamie & Phil's outstanding customer 
service and the relationship they built with us, they took away the stress...they really did. If you are looking to hire a tipi 

then look no further...Serentipi are truly the best out there! 
 

From the bottom of our hearts, we cannot thank you enough for everything you brought to our wedding day' 
 

Jem & Jim 
Mr & Mrs Freer
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Friends & Venues
We work with some fabulous venues across Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Lincolnshire & Lancashire and can

make our own personal recommendations based on what you're specifically looking for. 

 We only recommend people we have personally worked with before and who we trust 
to deliver above and beyond for your special day! We know how important it is to have a 
great team collaborating to bring your event together and make it truly memorable...for

all the right reasons.
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Extraordinary Extras
Be inspired by our extensive range of 

extras, ranging from lavish furnishings to 
unique props to really bring your tipi 

wedding to life!

Please enquire for our separate Extraordinary Extras brochure



Your Questions Answered...
What happens if it rains?
We can't control the weather but we do go above and beyond to make sure your day is everything you dreamt and more come rain or 
shine! We will discuss options for you closer to your wedding day if the weather isn't on our side. We have so much experience in dealing 
with wind, rain and even snow and our priority is to ensure your day runs smoothly. Our tipis are built to withstand the harshest of 
weather conditions and they truly come alive in the rain...the naturally warm glow of the canvas and the gentle patter of rain actually 
make for a really atmospheric setting! 

How long will I have my Tipi for?
We aim to build 2-3 days prior to your wedding day to allow plenty of time for you to personalise and decorate your tipi and dismantle 
the following day after your wedding. If you're not ready to say goodbye, let us know and we will make arrangements to take down on an
alternative day for you!

Will you help us with planning our day?
We pride ourselves in offering a completely bespoke and personalised service from start to finish and every stage in between. If you need 
help with searching for the perfect venue, sourcing sensational suppliers or even if you're just in need of some much needed inspiration, 
we're here to help with every aspect of planning your special day.

Can you be there on our actual wedding day?
In general, our couples don't require for us to be there on their wedding day as everything will have been pre-planned for you and your 
other wedding suppliers will have been co-ordinated in advance. If you would like us to be there on your special day, get in touch and we 
can arrange for a Serentipi member of staff to co-ordinate your day.  



How does it work with the venue?

Can I decorate the Tipi myself?

What if we need to make any changes?

How many Tipis will we need?
As a rough guide, each giant hat tipi typically accommodates up to 80 guests standing and 50 guests seated. The beauty of our tipis lies in
their versatility in that they can be linked together to create  magnificent spaces bespoke to you and your requirements. We offer our 
advice and expertise when it comes to creating your vision and we will work with you to design a floor plan completely unique to you.* 

*Please enquire about our handy Floor Plan brochure to get you started

If you already have a venue in mind, that's great but if you're still searching, we have plenty of beautiful venues to suggest that can 
accommodate our tipis. We will conduct a site visit to your chosen venue to measure the space, check for underground services and 
discuss the layout & positioning of your tipi. We will also work closely with the venue owner to co-ordinate your plans and make sure 
everything is in place for you!

We have an extensive range of furnishings and decorations to beautify your tipi (see our Extraordinary Extras brochure) but we love it 
when our clients get creative! You are free to add your own personal stamp to your wedding and if you need our help with rigging or 
hanging anything, let us know and we'll be there to help you. 

We understand that plans change and that's why all of our quotes are completely flexible. If you need to make changes to your quote, let
us know and we'll update along the way for you. We do highly recommend that major hire items such as our giant hat tipis, kung tipis and 
catering tents are secured but we can easily revise any other aspect of your booking should you change your mind.

More Questions....please get in touch with your enquiries!



The Next Step... Whether you're heart is already set on a tipi wedding or you're 
just in the initial stages of enquiring, we'd love to hear from 

you! All we need to know is your proposed date, location and 
estimated guest numbers to get you started. 

 
 We set up our tipis for regular Open Weekend Events for you 
to come and experience the magic of our tipis for yourselves 

and chat through your exciting plans with our dedicated team. 
 

Throughout the whole process, you can be reassured that you 
will be dealing with us directly and as the creators of Serentipi,, 

nobody cares more about your special day. 
 

To be such an integral part of the most important day of your 
lives is something that humbles us every day, inspires us to go 
above and beyond for each and every event and is the reason 

behind why we do it all.  
 
 
 
 Thank you to all of our contributing photographers for 

capturing these images so beautifully and also to our wedding 
couples for sharing their thoughts of their special day with us.



Follow us for all the latest Tipi news!

We look forward to hearing from you!

serentipi.co.uk 
letstalk@serentipi.co.uk 

01302 780960 
07738 290 464Unit 12-12a 

Adwick Business Park 
Adwick Park Court 
Adwick Le Street 
Doncaster 
DN6 7HD 


